Dear Parents,

Just a quick note to let you know what has been happening in the classroom.

We all had a great time on camp. It was a very rewarding opportunity and the students are still talking about it and the things they learnt. A popular event was the cooking fish in clay and learning about bush tucker.

We have been busy planning and researching for our dioramas to culminate our learning into plants and ecosystems. Please come along to our informal sharing session next Friday after chapel and share in the students learning about their chosen ecosystem!

For Sports Day, children need to arrive at school between 12.50 and 1. They are to wear their sports uniform however a plain t-shirt in your child’s house colour can be worn, as well as ribbons etc. Please ensure the school hat is worn and sunblock has been applied. The house colours are as follows—Prince George—yellow; Bengalee—green; Zebra—red. Children are able to carry a drink around with them, but please ensure it is clearly labeled. If you have any queries about this day, please come and ask. More information will be in the school newsletter. Thanks.

Just a reminder that our family church service is fast approaching (10th April). Could you please let me know as soon as possible if your child is unable to attend. This helps with organization. Thanks.

Our next unit of inquiry is about challenges and risks. The central idea is Children worldwide face a variety of challenges and risks. There are many strategies available to help children deal with these. Our lines of inquiry are challenges and risks children face; strategies to help children with these; and the structures and organisations which help to support children. This inquiry will continue into next term. Please keep an eye out for excursion opportunities.

Yours in Christ,

Karyn